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A novel Stop&Go GPS precise point
positioning (PPP) method and its application
in geophysical exploration and prospecting

X. H. Zhang*, F. Guo and X. X. Li

A new method of Stop&Go positioning method based on PPP is proposed in this paper with an

application to geophysical exploration and prospecting. The method couples the kinematic PPP

and static PPP, where the continuous kinematic observations between two sequential short static

observations provide a correction for the carrier phase ambiguities. Therefore, the whole

consecutive observations, including both static and kinematic segments, will contribute to the

ambiguities convergence of each point with few epochs’ static observation. The experimental

results showed that for the measured points which are observed over 60 s with 5 s sampling rate

in static mode, the positioning accuracy can reach 5–6 cm in the horizontal and 0?1 m in the

vertical; for those points which are observed over 10 s with 5 s sampling rate in static mode, the

positioning accuracy is about 8–9 cm in horizontal and 0?12 m in vertical.
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Introduction
Surveying and mapping play an important role in
geophysical prospecting and exploration. They are used
for staking out pre-designed points in the field, drawing
sketch maps, and supplying reliable geolocation infor-
mation [4]. Traditionally, a theodolite with measuring
tacheometry was adopted for geophysical prospecting
surveying. Recently, advanced technologies, such as
GPS and total station, are widely applied to replace the
theodolite for above applications [10]. Nowadays, Real
Time Kinematic (RTK) and post-processing kinematic
(PPK) techniques have become the major method for
geophysical prospecting and exploration surveying.
Since geophysical prospecting surveying operations
often take place in remote mountainous areas with
hostile environment, the RTK data link between the
rover and base receiver station is usually not accessible.
In such cases, RTK technology is not applicable, and
only the PPK is feasible in the field.

PPK originated from a fast static positioning method
known as ‘Stop&Go’, which was first proposed by
Remondi in 1986 [7], and cm-level accuracy can be
obtained with a couple of seconds GPS carrier phase
measurements if their integer ambiguities can be
resolved correctly. As a fast relative static positioning
method, the traditional ‘Stop&Go’ techniques requires
at least one reference station, and the distance between
the rover point and the reference station must be
within a certain range, usually less than 20 km. As a

result the users have to deploy multiple reference
stations for a large scale surveying area, which would
increase logistical complexity and reduce the opera-
tional efficiency.

In recent years, the precise point positioning (PPP)
technique has gained wide attention since it does not
require a local reference station. It presents a definite
advantage for many applications in terms of operational
flexibility and cost-effectiveness compared to the double
difference RTK techniques. However, a fairly long
initialisation time, which ranges from 1–2 h to obtain
cm-level accuracy, has limited its application to real-
time applications with current PPP method based on
pure static or pure kinematic positioning modes as phase
ambiguities converge to constant values and the solution
reaches its optimal precision, taking full advantage of
the precise but ambiguous carrier phase observation [3],
[2], [5], [8]. The proposed PPP based Stop&Go method
in this paper demonstrates that it can provide high
positioning accuracy with only a short period of
observations such as a few seconds. The method will
be useful for some applications where RTK or DGPS is
not feasible.

A Stop&Go positioning method based on
PPP technique
The traditional fast positioning methods, such as RTK
and PPK, are relative positioning techniques which
require local reference stations as shown in Fig. 1a. For
RTK and PPK, the initialisation operation at the rover
receiver requires static occupation for a short period of
time to resolve the integer ambiguity values of the dou-
ble difference carrier phase observations. Continuous
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tracking of GPS satellites must be kept when the rover
receiver travels from one point to another. To ensure the
positioning accuracy, the baseline length between the
reference and rover receivers stations should be typically
no more than 15 km [6].

The Stop&Go PPP method proposed herein is an
absolute positioning method which is based on PPP to
combines both kinematic and static positioning as
shown in Fig. 1b. The users hold a single GPS receiver
on the measured point (Stop point) for several epochs,
keep continuous tracking of the visible satellites, then
move the receiver to the next Stop point and perform
static observation for desired number of epochs, repeat
the above procedures for remaining points. To guaran-
tee the positioning accuracy and reliability of the Stop
points, the recommended time period of a continuous
operation session should not be less than 1h. The new
Stop&Go PPP method offers more flexibility in the field
operation and it also eliminates the requirement for local
reference stations. As a result, it can significantly reduce
the costs and increase productivity.

The Stop&Go PPP model
The Stop&Go PPP positioning is an absolute position-
ing method, and its core algorithm is PPP. Unlike static
or kinematic PPP positioning, the Stop&Go PPP model
is based on a PPP model in which the kinematic
positioning and static positioning are carried out in an
alternate manner. The observation equation and the
error correction model in the Stop&Go PPP model are
the same with those of the standard PPP [9], but its
parameter estimation strategy is different from the
standard PPP.

Observation equation
For standard static and kinematic PPP models, the
ionosphere-free combinations with dual-frequency are
widely applied

lP~rzdorbzc:(dt{dT)zM:zpdzeP (1)

lW~rzdorbzc:(dt{dT)zambzM:zpdzeW (2)

where, lP is the ionosphere-free pseudo-range combina-
tion of P1 and P2, lW is the ionosphere-free phase
combination (in the form of distance) of L1 and L2, dorb

is the deviation of satellite orbit, dt and dT are the clock
biases of ground GPS receiver and GPS satellite
respectively, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, l is the
wave length of combined phase observation, amb is the
ambiguity (real number) of ionosphere-free phase combi-
nation, zpd is the zenith tropospheric delay parameter, M
is the mapping function of the troposphere, ep, eW are the
remaining noise of pseudo-range and phase combination,
and multi-path effect as well, and r is the geometric
distance between the receiver antenna phase centre (x, y,
z) and GPS satellite antenna centre (Xs, Ys, Zs).

Error correction strategy
The error corrections can be made similarly as the
standard PPP. Most of the errors can be reduced using
techniques such as:

(i) satellite orbit error and satellite clock error can
be greatly reduced using post-processing precise
ephemeris and clock products published by IGS
(International GNSS Service)

(ii) ionospheric delay can be eliminated by combin-
ing the dual-frequency observations

(iii) dry component of the tropospheric delay,
antenna phase-centre bias, phase wind-up,
relativistic effect, earth rotation and tide effect
can be precisely corrected by using existing
correction models

(iv) the wet component of the tropospheric delay
that cannot be precisely modelled are estimated
with additional parameters

(v) receiver clock biases should also be estimated
epoch by epoch.

Parameter estimation
After taking comprehensive and precise error correc-
tions procedures as mentioned above account, the

a traditional Stop&Go based on relative positioning; b proposed absolute Stop&Go positioning
1 Relative and absolute Stop&Go positioning
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linearisation of the observation equation can be written
as follow

V~A:XzW, P (3)

where, V is the residual vector, A is the design matrix, W
is misclosure vector, P is weight matrix, and X is the
parameter vector to be estimated, X5[x(k) y(k) z(k) dt(k)
zwd ambj]T. In the vector, x(k), y(k), z(k) are the 3D
coordinates of the receiver at a location, k is the number
of locations. On a Stop point k51, which means no
position change happens during the observed epochs on
any Stop point. For the kinematic stage between two Stop
points, k value equals the number of epochs during the
kinematic stage, dt(k) is the receiver clock error at epoch
k, zwd is the wet component of zenith delay, amb is the
ambiguity of phase combination, j refers to the number of
satellites. Details about the PPP stochastic models can be
found in [3].

Compared with the traditional static or kinematic
PPP models, the Stop&Go PPP model combines the
alternating static and kinematic PPP. The observations
in both static and kinematic stage can be fully used to
estimate the position coordinates, receiver clock error
and the ambiguity parameters. Whenever a cycle slip
occurs or a new satellite is observed, the related
ambiguity parameters need to be re-estimated or
adjusted. zwd can be estimated using piecewise constant
(e.g. estimate one parameter per 2 h) or piecewise linear.
For positioning in the kinematic mode, the three-
dimension coordinates are calculated epoch by epoch
but only one position will be estimated at Stop points
using accumulative epochs of static observations at that
point. The ambiguity parameters can be connected by
the continuous observations during the entire contin-
uous surveying session. The essence of this method is to
use accumulated observations from point to point to
enhance the solution reliability of the ambiguities
estimation. The reliable fixing of the estimated ambi-
guities by this way could decrease the necessary
occupation time of a receiver at a Stop point. In this
way, the continuous kinematic observations between
two different surveying points provide connection of the
ambiguities. Therefore, the whole consecutive session
including both static and kinematic segments will
contribute to the ambiguities convergence at the Stop
point with only a few epochs’ static observation.

A Least Square or Kalman Filtering estimation
approach can be used for parameters estimation in
PPP. The Recursive Least Square Method has been used
that classifies the parameters to be estimated and
processes them recursively to resolve the difficulty of
high-order normal equation matrix inversion. The
method can save computing resources and improve
computing efficiency. In this way, the data processing
efficiency can be greatly enhanced [1].

Results and analyses of Stop&Go PPP

Experiment description
Four Trimble 5700 GPS dual-frequency receivers were
used to conduct the Stop&Go experiments at eight
points, namely PE, PS, PW, PN, C1, C2, C3 and C4
(locations are shown in Fig. 2) in a petroleum prospect-
ing surveying site in the north of China. The size of test
area is about 10620 m. The data sampling interval of
the GPS receiver was set to 5 s, the continuous
observation duration is about one and half hours. The
four receivers performed position determination along
four routes (C1-PE, C2-PS, C3-PW and C4-PN)
simultaneously and the operators went back and forth
on each route 30 times, and performed static observa-
tion at each point for 1 min.

Software developed by the authors based on the
Stop&Go PPP model was used to process the above
experiment data, from which the three-dimension
coordinates of all the Stop points can be calculated.
To verify the obtainable positioning accuracy of the pro-
posed method, a reference station was installed in the
test area at the same time, and the coordinates of the
reference station are known with accuracy of better
than 1 cm which was determined beforehand with a
long static observation. The Trimble Geomatics Office
(TGO) software was used to solve the baselines between
the Stop points and reference station, so all the Stop
points coordinates can be determined with cm accuracy
and are used as the reference to evaluate the positioning
accuracy of the Stop&Go PPP method.

Results and analyses
Results of 60 s static observation on a Stop point

The difference of each coordinate component between
position solutions from the Stop&Go PPP and the
reference value for route C1-PE are provided in Fig. 3.
The vertical axis represents the positioning error (in m),
and the horizontal axis stands for the observation array
of point C1 or point PE.

The statistic mean bias (mean), standard deviation
(STD) and root mean square (RMS) of the above
solutions are summarised in Table 1.

Based on Table 1, the horizontal accuracy for both
points is about 0?05 m while the vertical precision is

2 Layout of Stop points

3 Positioning error of Stop&Go PPP for points C1 and

PE
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approximately 0?06 m for both points C1 and PE.
Similar results are obtained for other three Stop&Go
routes. The results for all points from different
Stop&Go routes (C1-PE, C2-PS, C3-PW and C4-PN)
are shown in Fig. 4, where the horizontal axis refers to
the time array of each Stop point and the vertical axis is
the positioning error (in m) of Stop&Go PPP in NEU
components.

Figure 4 indicates that the systematic deviations are
the same for the positioning results of the two Stop
points on the same route, which may be attributed to
systematic errors between models used by PPP and PPK
since PPP solution is based on processing of non-
differenced observations while PPK solution is based on
double differenced observations. By making the differ-
ence of the two Stop points on the same route, the
baseline vectors with higher accuracy could be obtained
after the bias was reduced. Almost all the positioning
results for the north–south component have relatively
better accuracy of around 5 cm; the east–west compo-
nent accuracy is worse with a maximum deviation of
0?15 m (C4 point); the vertical component has the worst
accuracy with a maximum deviation of 0?20–0?25 m.

The statistic results listed in Table 2 indicate that the
Stop&Go PPP method can achieve a 5–6 cm accuracy in
horizontal and 0?1 m in the vertical with a sampling
interval of 5 s and a 60 s static observation time at a
Stop point.

Results of 10 s static observation on a Stop point

To further analyse the effect of the observation duration
(number of the observation epochs) at the Stop points
on the PPP positioning accuracy, a second Stop&Go

PPP positioning experiment was carried out at the above
eight Stop points, with the same sampling rate, but the
occupation time of static observations at the Stop points
decreased to 10 s, which meant that there were only two
epochs observed at each Stop point. A similar processing
and comparison strategy was used as in the first
experiment. The positions of all the Stop points are
determined using the TGO (PPK) software and the
Stop&Go PPP software, respectively. The positioning
errors of each Stop&Go route (C1-PE, C2-PS, C3-PW
and C4-PN) are shown in Fig. 5 and their statistics
results are given in Table 3.

Comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4, and Table 3 with
Table 2, there is a similar systematic deviation for the
solutions between the two Stop points on the same
route. On the other hand, a decrease in observation time
at a Stop point will degrade the positioning accuracy. In
such a case the maximum positioning error may reach a
few decimetres.

Conclusions and recommendations
A novel positioning techniques has been proposed by
extending the traditional PPK method to a new PPK
method based on PPP. The method has been applied
to geophysical prospecting surveying for the first time
and achieved the desired performance. This positioning
method can provide 1 cm to 0?1 m accuracy for fast
static positioning applications. Though the PPK proces-
sing method can also produce similar positioning
accuracy, the new PPP based Stop&Go approach
enables more flexible operation in the field work and
less costs as no local reference stations are necessary.
This method can reduce the occupation time to one
minute at a surveying point compared to the standard
PPP which generally takes more than half an hour to
achieve cm-level accuracy. It can become a useful
alternative for users working in remote mountainous
areas where RTK or DGPS becomes difficult. However,
it should be noted that the proposed method cannot
shorten the convergence time of PPP solution, i.e. the
length of the whole period of continuous operation
should be longer than half an hour while static periods
at Stop point could be one minute more or less.

Table 1 Statistics of Stop&Go PPP solution for points C1
and PE

Components/m

Stop
points

Statistics
values N E U

C1 Mean 20.030 20.033 0.055
STD 0.021 0.024 0.024
RMS 0.037 0.041 0.060

PE Mean 20.037 20.088 0.055
STD 0.023 0.027 0.024
RMS 0.044 0.092 0.061

4 Positioning error of Stop&Go PPP for all Stop points

Table 2 Statistics error of Stop&Go PPP for all Stop
points

Statistic values

Components/m

N E U

Mean 20.005 20.008 20.071
STD 0.045 0.060 0.097
RMS 0.046 0.061 0.119

5 Positioning error of Stop&Go PPP for all Stop points

Table 3 Statistics error of Stop&Go PPP for all Stop
points

Statistic values

Component/m

N E U

Mean 0.019 0.038 0.059
STD 0.078 0.085 0.109
RMS 0.080 0.093 0.124
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